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Wilfred Schmitz
Lawyer
…
Selfkant, July 14, 2022
In the military complaints process
of the Lord …
AZ. BVerwG 1 WB 5.22
and
of the Lord …
AZ. BVerwG 1 WB 2.22
With regard to the statement by the presiding judge, Dr. Häußler dated July 12, 2022, I
would first like to remind you that my colleague Ulbrich submitted an application for access
to the files, not me. An authorized representative's request for inspection of files is still
considered sufficient.
The last paragraph of the above communication gives the impression that I have also
requested access to the file. But we don't have to explain where this further
misinterpretation of this lecture comes from.
The other statements by the presiding judge Dr. We noted Häußler in the abovementioned notification of July 12, 2022 with some "surprise", although since that
unspeakable decision in this matter of July 7, 2022 nothing has really surprised or
surprised us. We now believe pretty much anything is possible, so that terms like
"amazement" or "amazement" are no longer appropriate to describe the irritation and
emotions of the applicants and their counsel at the trial Senate's handling of this case.
Said time “6:48” for the article on the Focus-online website – and not just any “press organ”
– with the headline “Complaints dismissed: Corona vaccination for Bundeswehr soldiers
remains mandatory” from July 7th, 2022 not "mysterious," but an established fact.
It is not this fact that is "puzzling". If there is still something "puzzling" here, it is the fact
that Focus-online was able to report correctly (!) on the outcome of this procedure on July
7th, 2022 at 6:48 a.m. And that is an unbelievable scandal that must have consequences.
In contrast to this Senate, we first carefully questioned all the facts that we presented in
these proceedings and also carried out very extensive "research" before we presented
these facts and the associated allegations, suggestions and evidence.
As the following expert explanations of the expert Mike Seibert, CEO - Exogravity S.á.rl,
IT security specialist with 17 years of professional experience and according to his own
account "computer freak" since childhood, prove, I have read all the technical aspects of
this article from Have Focus-online confirmed by a proven expert.
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With its decision of July 7, 2022, the adjudicating Senate has emphatically proven that it
is not in the least interested in the statements made by the complainants and the experts
they named. However, this does not change the fact that we have clarified our allegations
very thoroughly before they were raised.
There is no "editorial error" here.
It is also completely irrelevant if the Focus editorial team, in accordance with the unwritten
law that a journalist must never reveal his sources if he does not want to interrupt the flow
of good information, would like to confirm to the court's press office that they can neither
judgment nor the tenor before.
Focus's excuse that it was a "ticker that is constantly updated" made our IT technicians
laugh heartily. This excuse is just a ridiculous and downright brazen claim for an IT
technician. The web leaves clear traces. Information from a Google cache has nothing to
do with a "ticker".
However, the laws of technology, logic and science seem to only be of interest in this
country if they serve a political agenda, in this case the implementation of Covid-19
injections in the Bundeswehr.
Apparently it doesn't matter if the Bundeswehr loses its operational capability as a result,
especially since we have explained why no pilot who has already played Russian roulette
with these genetic engineering injections should now take to the skies. And the Air Force
is certainly not the only branch of service where the highest level of concentration is
essential during service.
Expert witness Mike Seibert introduces in his expert opinion entitled "Explaining the
Evidence" which Ifittingsend a copy, including from (quote):
"Dear Mr. RA Schmitz,
As agreed with you, I will write a more detailed explanation of exactly what happened in this
case and how it technically WAS done!
You will then also understand and be able to understand for yourself that this has nothing to
do with a "ticker" on the part of "Focus.de" or with an "editorial error".
This contribution was definitely recorded by Google at the time of PUBLICATION (7/7/2022
at 6:48 a.m.) and loaded as a COPY into the GOOGLE cache (temporary storage).
It's also worth mentioning that Google doesn't cache any posts or pages that aren't explicitly
UPLOADED.
The fact is and there is nothing to change that GOOGLE recognized a change on the FOCUS.DE
side and saved this change (in this case the article) in the GOOGLE CACHE (temporary
storage) as an EXACT COPY ... i.e. (BACKUP) made of it.
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This change has the following title and the following PUBLICATION timestamp on the
"FOCUS.DE" website.
"News on the Corona PandemicTitle: Complaints dismissed: Corona vaccination for
Bundeswehr soldiers remains mandatory
Timestamp: Today, 07/07/2022 | 06:48"
Image: 001

Whether "FOCUS.DE" has now published this in a "Ticker or somewhere else" plays NO ROLE
AT ALL. This is what GOOGLE says about the cache content:
"This is Google's cache of https://www.focus.de/gesundheit/news/news-zur-coronapandemie-am-donnerstag-meldetdas-robert-koch-institut-132-671neufektionen_id_26124600. html. This is an image of the page as it was viewed on July 7, 2022
16:02:09 GMT. The current page may look different now.”
This means that until 07/07/2022, at 16:02:09 GMT, GOOGLE had this PAGE/POST in the
CACHE as a COPY.
Ergo, this page / post was ONLINE AT LEAST until 16:02:09 GMT with the above image, title
and time stamp. A change was then recognized and a new BACKUP of the CHANGE was stored
in
the
GOOGLE
CACHE.
Look here:
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picture NO. 002
Here you can see that the time has changed, the headline and the body of the text. However,
as can be seen in the middle, NOT the image ... which was previously saved by GOOGLE.
To make it very clear again... GOOGLE ONLY stores CHANGES from PREVIOUSLY in the
CACHED PAGES/POSTS or whatever.
You can clearly see here that the title, the time and the body of the text HAVE BEEN
CHANGED!
That's just FACT and I can say that with almost 17 years as an IT security specialist, full stack
developer for web applications, consultant and computer freak since my childhood and
without a stomach ache.
In addition to this text, I also sent a BEFORE and an AFTER picture.
In order to make the whole thing even more tangible for you, I am even writing down various
links that lead directly to the relevant positions.
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•
•
•

Before on focus.de
Afterwards on focus.de
Web page / post stored in the Google cache
◦"This is Google's cache of https://m.focus.de/gesundheit/news/corona-news-imticker-rki-meldet-68999-corona-neufektionen-und-164-neuetodesfaelle_id_26124600. html. It is aImage of the page as viewed on July 7, 2022
09:56:32 GMT. The current page may look different now.”

•

Web page / post stored in the Google cache
◦"This is Google's cache of https://www.focus.de/gesundheit/news/news-zurcorona-pandemie-am-donnerstag-meldet-das-robert-koch-institut-132-671neufektionen_id_26124600. html. It is aImage of the page as viewed on July 7, 2022
16:02:09 GMT. The current page may now look different. "

•

Fachebook posts from the mobile Facebook page stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:12:35 GMTwas displayed.
the
current page may look different now.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facebook posts from the mobile Facebook page stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:50:06 GMTwas displayed"
Facebook posts from the Chinese Facebook page stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:05:36 GMTwas displayed"
Google
cached
Facebook
posts
from
the
Hindi
Facebook
page
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:58:03 GMTwas displayed."
Facebook posts from the www.facebook.com site stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:40:25 GMTwas displayed."
Facebook posts from the Facebook page stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 09:49:36 GMTwas displayed"
Facebook posts from the Nepalese Facebook page stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:02:58 GMTwas displayed."
Facebook posts from the Spanish Facebook page stored in the Google cache
◦"It is an image of the page, like this one onJuly 7, 2022 10:58:56 GMTwas displayed."
I hope that this small transcript shows that the article "Complaints dismissed: Corona
vaccination for Bundeswehr soldiers remains mandatory" with the time stamp
"07.07.2022 | 06:48 am" was known on various platforms and GOOGLE stored this in
the internal GOOGLE CACHE at different times.
Sincerely, Mike SeibertCEO - Exogravity S.á rl” (end of quote)
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The members of the appointing Senate are therefore requested to submit the official
statements requested with this side's brief of July 9, 2022.
However, it is also suggested once again that all members of this Senate who voted in
favor of the decision of July 7, 2022, immediately draw the consequences and not only
declare themselves biased with regard to the decision on the pending hearing complaint.
Anyone who can maneuver several thousand unvaccinated soldiers - and their families into a situation in which they - possibly after decades of loyal service to their fatherland
and only a short time before retirement - have to resign their service if they ignore all the
facts If you don't want to play Russian roulette with your health and life with such highly
dangerous experimental injections, you should set a good example and quit your job.
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